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Sorting is a huge demand research area in computer science. Sorting is a process of
arranging the elements in an order. In practical application computing requires things to be
in order. A comparative study is done in this study and performed the comparison for both
positive and negative numbers by taking the random numbers as input. In this study,
different algorithms like UNH Sort, Selection Sort, Bubble Sort, Insertion Sort, Merge Sort,
Quick Sort are considered for the experimentation. From the obtained results we can
conclude that, Initially when the input size is less UNH Sort is giving best when it is
compared with bubble sort. When the input size increases bubble sort takes long time to
perform sorting. And Quick sort takes less time to perform sorting.
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1. INTRODUCTION

hardware, several parallel techniques are developed.
Efficiency of the algorithms can be measured by both time and
space complexities [5-10].

Sorting is a huge demand research area in computer science.
Sorting algorithms are widely used in different applications
like finding duplicates from a set of elements, Ranking i.e. for
a given set of elements finding the minimum and maximum,
median, numerical applications, Matrix chain Multiplication
[1], Kruskal algorithm and in searching. Searching can be done
easily after performing the sorting. We can also get the kth
position element easily when the elements are sorted.
Sorting is a process of arranging the elements in an order
(increasing or decreasing) based on the requirement. Generally
there are two types of sorting namely Internal sorting and
External Sorting. In the Internal Sorting the entire data is
stored in memory during sorting. Whereas External Sorting
means data is stored outside i.e. hard disk and loaded into
memory when needed. And it is especially used when whole
data can’t fit into memory.
In internal sorting we have different sorting algorithms
those are: Selection Sort, Bubble Sort, Insertion Sort, Merge
Sort, Quick Sort, Heap Sort and Radix Sort. From the listed
methods merge sort and Quick sort the two sorting techniques
performed by using the Divide and Conquer techniques.
Procedures for all the sorting listed above are discussed in
detail in the following sections.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discuss about the related work. Section 3 discuss about the
comparative study. Section 4 discuss about the
experimentation and results. The conclusion and future work
presented in section 5.

3. COMPARIVE STUDY
3.1 Selection sort
Selection sort is a sorting algorithm which takes the time
complexity i.e. O (n2). Procedure: Initially take an array of
unsorted elements. Consider initial position (first element) as
min and compare that element with all the remaining elements
in the array (which are right to first element) and if found the
smallest element then replace that smallest element with min.
Then move the min to next position i.e.

min_ position = min_ positiion + 1
Similarly do the same procedure for remaining elements
which are in the right side (since all left side elements are
sorted). If there is no element smaller than min in the right side
the move the min to next position as above.
Follow the same procedure for all remaining elements in the
array until the elements are sorted [1]. Applications of
Selection Sort are, it is used for small data sets and can be used
in Embedded System [11].
3.2 Bubble sort
It is also known as Adjacent Sort or Exchange Sort. It can
be done in passes. In this for every pass an element is bubbled
up. If there are n elements, the sorting should be completed in
(n-1) passes. Procedure: Initially take an array of ‘n’ elements.
Pass 1: Compare first 2 numbers, if second number is smaller
than first number then swap the two numbers. Repeat the same
step for remaining elements in the array so that second number
is compared with third element and the next compare third

2. RELATED WORK
A Study of sorting algorithms began in the early 1950’s and
it is still going on. Yang et al. [2] done the experimental study
on five sorting algorithms, Faujdar et al. [3] done the analysis
on bucket sort, Suresh et al. [4] done the analysis on various
combination sorting algorithms. As there are advancements in
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element with fourth element and so on repeat the step. So that
finally the maximum number goes into its original position
(i.e., last). Pass 2: In this the procedure is same as pass 1 but
here the last element is not participated in swapping and the
next large element is in its correct position. Similarly follow
same procedure for (n-1) passes and get all elements are sorted.
Applications of bubble sort: The real time application for
bubble sort is classroom where student marks are sorted in this
way and assigning the rank.

element less than pivot then swap the two numbers then pivot
element position changes and then the pivot is at right side now.
Compare the pivot element from left side now and if any
number greater than pivot then swap the two numbers. Follow
the same procedure until the pivot element placed in its
original position. Finally, here we apply divide and conquer
method for elements before the pivot and after the pivot and
the sort the two lists by same procedure as merge sort and
combine two sorted lists by placing pivot in its place and then
elements are sorted.

3.3 Insertion sort
3.7 Heap sort
Insertion sort is another algorithm in which it is similar to
playing cards. Procedure: The array of elements is divides into
two parts. Sorted array and unsorted array. Generally, the left
side elements are sorted, and right side elements are unsorted.
Compare first element of unsorted array with last element of
sorted array and then place that unsorted element in its original
position in the sorted list. Similarly follow the same procedure
for remaining elements. This can be used in Playing cards.

Heap sort is done through the tree concept. Procedure:
Consider an array of n unsorted elements. These elements can
be represented in the form of the tree as the first element in an
array is considered as root element and second element and
third element of array are at left side and right side of root
element respectively. That tree is considered as Normal Tree.
Now we need to convert this tree in to Max heap tree which
means the maximum element in the Normal Tree is considered
as root node and ensure that root node is larger or in some
cases it is equal to any one of the remaining nodes. In max
heap swap the root node with last element and then redraw the
tree by disconnecting the root node and all disconnected nodes
are stored in another array. Again, redraw the max heap tree
with remaining elements in same manner. Perform the same
procedure by getting the minimum number in the array and
finally, we get the sorted elements.

3.4 UNH sort
This is the new algorithm that we are going to discuss. The
algorithm of the UNH sorting is explained below.
Algorithm UNHSort(A)
Begin:
for i = n-1 down to 1 do
for j = 1 to i do
if A[j] > A[j+1] then
swap(A[j], A[j+1])
end:
In every iteration of the inner loop the maximum element is
reaching to the last. Like this the UNH sorting algorithm is
sorting the elements. This algorithm takes time complexity O
(n2).

3.8 Radix sort
Radix sort is performed from least significant digit to most
significant digit. Sorting can be completed in ‘n’ passes, here
‘n’ indicates that the maximum number of digits present in the
largest number in the array elements.
Procedure: Consider queues (Q0-Q9) which are called as
buckets. Consider the last digit of each element and place each
element in respective queue number. (if digit is same then
place according to sequence). The array is changed by taking
the elements from Q0 to Q9. Repeat the same procedure until
most significant digit and we get the sorted elements [13-29].

3.5 Merge sort
Merge sort depends on procedure called Merging. Merge
sort algorithm uses divide, conquer and combine algorithm.
Divide indicates that we need to divide the array of ‘n’
elements into n/2 parts. If array with 0 or 1 element, then need
not sort it again. Divide the elements of each part again until
we get separate elements. After getting the separated elements,
sort the elements by using conquer technique of two sub parts.
Then combine two sub parts then we get the sorted array of ‘n’
elements.

4. EXPERIMENTATION
Six sorting algorithms are selected for experimentation. For
the experimentation we take the elements or numbers from 100
and tested with different size of the elements up to 2,00,000.
We conducted experiments for taking both positive elements
and negative elements. We generated the different size of
elements with the help of random number generator. The
obtained results are shown in the form of table. Table 1 for
positive random numbers and Table 2 for negative numbers.
And the obtained results also presented in the form of graph.
Comparison is done for UNH sort, Insertion sort, Bubble sort,
selection sort, and the algorithms which use the divide and
Conquer techniques like Merge sort and Quick sort.
The experimentation part is organized as follows. Initially
UNH Sort, Bubble sort, Selection sort and Bubble sort are
compared in both positive and negative numbers in the
comparison 1. In the next section, only the comparison is done
for merge sort and quick sort. In the last section, the
comparison is done for all the sorting algorithms.

3.6 Quick sort
It is also called as partition exchange sort. It also follows the
divide and conquers method like merge sort. Procedure:
Initially take array of n elements. Here we heard about the term
pivot element generally, the stating elements are considered as
pivot element. So here our aim is to place the pivot element
into its original position. Here we are also taking care about
left and right sides. Pivot element is compared with all the
remaining elements such that the numbers smaller than pivot
are at left side and the numbers [12] greater than pivot element
are placed at right side that’s why we also considering left and
right sides i.e., smaller----Pivot-----Greater--Here the procedure how pivot element is in its position:
Pivot element first start comparing from right side and if
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Table 1. With positive inputs
Records\Sorting

UNH

100
1000
2000
5000
10000
20000
40000
60000
80000
1 lack
2 lack

0.000
0.008
0.024
0.105
0.334
1.438
5.784
13.03
23.25
36.37
147.1

Insertion
sort
0.0003
0.0053
0.0092
0.0681
0.212
0.078
2.7785
6.1519
10.893
17.090
67.401

Bubble
Sort
0.0003
0.0062
0.0114
0.0866
0.3526
1.488
5.9458
13.573
24.170
38.007
150.51

Selection
Sort
0.0002
0.0050
0.0181
0.0573
0.1565
0.5206
1.8455
4.1023
7.0718
11.023
45.472

Merge
Sort
0.000
0.002
0.006
0.008
0.030
0.040
0.103
0.169
0.239
0.302
0.901

Quic kSort
0.0002
0.0013
0.0017
0.011
0.0225
0.0496
0.0746
0.1207
0.1280
0.1435
0.3097

Table 2. With negative inputs

0.000
0.012

Insertion
sort
0.000
0.005

Bubble
Sort
0.000
0.006

Selection
Sort
0.000
0.006

Merge
Sort
0.000
0.002

Quick
Sort
0.000
0.000

2000

0.027

0.017

0.029

0.026

0.002

0.000

5000
10000
20000
40000
60000
80000
1 lack
2 lack

0.097
0.396
1.515
6.034
13.53
24.04
37.42
149.1

0.087
0.244
0.801
3.050
6.800
11.92
18.56
74.50

0.084
0.388
1.494
5.978
13.46
24.14
37.62
150.2

0.103
0.338
1.299
5.226
11.75
20.95
32.69
135.6

0.010
0.012
0.043
0.057
0.124
0.125
0.172
0.296

0.004
0.008
0.017
0.032
0.044
0.063
0.072
0.131

Records\Sorting

UNH

100
1000

4.1 Comparison of UNH sort, Insertion sort, Bubble sort
and Selection sort
Initially UNH Sort, Bubble sort, Selection sort and Bubble
sort are compared with positive numbers in Figure 1, and
negative numbers in Figure 2.

Figure 2. For negative numbers
4.2 Comparison of merge sort and quick sort
In this section the comparison is done for merge sort and
quick sort. Comparison is done for the positive numbers and
negative numbers. Comparison with positive inputs presented
in Figure 3. Comparison with negative inputs presented in
Figure 4.
From the obtained results quick sort is taking less time when
it is compared with merge sort in both positive and negative
numbers.

Figure 1. For positive numbers
From the obtained results we can observe that initially UNH
sort taking more time compared with other sorting algorithms,
but later some point of time Bubble sort is taking the large
amount of time.
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Figure 3. For positive numbers

Figure 6. For negative inputs
5. CONCLUSION
To perform sorting different sorting algorithms are
performing a vital role. Hence in this study, several sorting
algorithms are compared by doing the experimentation with
random positive and negative numbers. Experimental results
are saying that quick sort is taking the less amount of time
irrespective of the data size and type of the data. In future, new
algorithms can be used to observe the behavior of UNH and
other algorithms.
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